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Find and raise a Faerie pet and repopulate the magical land of Avalon using the resources
found by clearing each level. Earn enough gold to purchase unique powerups and
specialized upgrades, making each stage a breeze. Chain together combos to fill up your
energy meter and save the Faeries! With 8 worlds, 40 levels, over 400 hands to play
through, loads of upgrades to buy, and one exciting adventure, Faerie Solitaire will have
you hooked for months, giving you the very best value over any other game available
today. - PLAY FOR FREE! - RICH GRAPHICS! - VARIOUS GAME MODES! - 20 EPIC HAND
POWERUPS! - $13.99 Value! - IT'S HAPPENING! Faerie Solitaire is about to change the way
you game. When we released the original Faerie Solitaire, we were looking to create a
unique and entertaining card game with great gameplay. We quickly learned that people
loved the game; however, some were concerned about the quality and hoped that it was a
cheap imitation of Solitaire. After much self-reflection, we've decided to bring the game to a
whole new level, with a few key changes. - Fancy graphics. - Better gameplay. - Tons of
unique powerups and upgrades. - Glorious new level themes. - $13.99 Value. - Tons of
hands. - 20 Epic Hand Powerups. - One Exciting Adventure. During our development
process, we've learned that the game doesn't require nearly as much friction, so we've
invested in a huge array of quality levels to keep the game fresh and exciting. Not only will
the game have an epic experience for free, but all future owners will receive the fully
upgraded version of Faerie Solitaire for absolutely no charge. This is the Remastered
version of Faerie Solitaire. It is a free additional game for current and future owners of the
original Faerie Solitaire. If you buy Faerie Solitaire Remastered from this page you will also
get the original Faerie Solitaire added to your account. Have magical fun in the addicting
Card game, Faerie Solitaire! Find and raise a Faerie pet and repopulate the magical land of
Avalon using the resources found by clearing each level. Earn enough gold to purchase
unique powerups and specialized upgrades, making each stage a breeze. Chain together
combos to fill up your energy meter and save the Faeries! With 8 worlds,

Features Key:
A Long Road Ahead
The Best of Both Worlds
More Game
More depth than
More Action & Adventure
More Freedom Than
More Combat Freedom Than
More Evasion Freedom Than
More Variety Than
More Game Pace Than
More Variety Than
More Weapons Than
More Gaming Options Than
More Gameplay Freedom Than
More Ridicule Than

Key Features:

Embark on a long road of success for the first time in Torchlight II
Fight monsters in 3D, explore the world in a 2D mode and
Reap all the rewards of the new features including
new towns, more zones, more skills, more monsters,
more auras, new classes and more.

Risks and challenges

Risks to the project include technical issues, and challenges
in turning a passion into a company.
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Alternative Story Lines & Launch Titles
The Full Lineup of Heroes Available
The Crafting Additions
Additional Questing Options
Zonal Mastery Modifier
Twin Hammer Ponderous Archeology
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